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A stable and accurate frequency standard based on the 40.5 GHz ground-state hyperfine trans
199Hg1 ions is described. The ions are confined in a cryogenic linear Paul (rf ) trap and laser c
to form a linear crystal. With seven ions and a Ramsey interrogation time of 100 s, the fract
frequency stability is 3.3s2d 3 10213t21y2 for measurement timest , 2 h. The ground-state hyperfine
interval is measured to be 40 507 347 996.841 59 (14) (41) Hz, where the first number in the paren
is the uncertainty due to statistical and systematic effects, and the second is the uncertainty
frequency of the time scale to which our standard is compared. [S0031-9007(98)05392-7]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 06.30.Ft, 32.10.Fn
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Atomic frequency standards [1,2] play vital roles in
physics, such as defining the unit of time and other bas
units, realizing fundamental constants, and testing bas
physical phenomena [3]. A good frequency standar
requires that the uncertainty of all systematic effects b
small, and that a high measurement precision can b
reached in a practical time. Here, we describe a frequen
standard based on a laser-cooled linear crystal of199Hg1

ions confined in a linear Paul (rf) trap, which satisfies
these requirements. The uncertainty from systemat
effects (3.4 parts in1015) is approximately equal to the
best values reported, from a cesium beam clock (5 parts
1015) [4], and a cesium fountain clock (2 parts in1015) [5],
and can be significantly reduced in future experiments.

An important systematic effect for high-resolution spec
troscopy and atomic clocks is the second-order Dopple
(time-dilation) shift caused by atomic motion. Laser cool-
ing can reduce this shift and has been applied to a
curate atomic clocks based on hyperfine transitions i
trapped9Be1 ions [6] and Cs atoms in a fountain clock
[5]. Unfortunately, for trapped ions, part of the atomic
motion is due to the trap’s electromagnetic field and
is not directly affected by laser cooling. In the linear
Paul trap [7], driven motion (termed “micromotion”) can
be significantly reduced by confining the ions near the
nodal line of the rf electric field. A limiting case is
a linear crystal of ions confined along the field noda
line. For example, if Hg1 ions are laser cooled to the
Doppler limit, the magnitude of the time-dilation shift is
2 3 10218 [8].

Fluctuations in frequency measurements are typicall
expressed by the two-sample Allan variance [9]
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wherev0 is the angular frequency, andkvklt is the kth
measurement of frequency averaged over timet. The
quantity systd is usually called the frequency stability.
If measurement of the atomic states is limited by quantum
noise [10], the frequency stability is given by [11]
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In this expression, we assume the atomic transition
driven using Ramsey’s method of separated fields [1
with time TR between applications of radiation pulses
v0 is the angular frequency of the atomic transition, an
N is the number of atoms (assumed constant). Atom
or ions that have a relatively large hyperfine frequen
are particularly attractive since good frequency stabili
is possible even for smallN . Cigar-shaped clouds of
ions whose long axes coincide with the nodal line of
linear Paul trap have been employed to realize very sta
fsystd > 5 3 10214t21y2g 199Hg1 [13] and171Yb1 [14]
microwave clocks using approximately106 ions cooled
by a buffer gas. However, the fractional systemat
frequency uncertainty in these clocks from the secon
order Doppler shift is about4 3 10214 [15]. The standard
described here demonstrates both good frequency stab
and accuracy by using laser-cooled ions that are
confined to the field nodal line.

Figure 1 shows a partial energy level diagram o
199Hg1. A small magnetic fieldfs1 5d 3 1027 Tg is
applied to break the degeneracy of theF  1 states,
isolating the 2S1y2 sF  0, mF  0d ! s1, 0d hyperfine
clock transitionsv0 > 2p 3 40.5 GHzd. Measurements
of the Doppler-broadened width of the 282 nm electr
quadrupole transition give the temperature of the ions a
their heating rate in the absence of laser cooling. Su
frequency-generated 194 nm light beams [16] drive t
indicated electric dipole transitions, which are used
cool the ions. For Doppler cooling, the frequency of
primary 194 nm beamp is tuned slightly below that of
transitionp. Although this is a cycling transition, beam
p can excite off-resonantly the ions into the2P1y2, F  1
level, from which they can decay into the2S1y2, F  0
level. To maintain fluorescence, the frequency of
weaker repumping 194 nm beamr is nearly resonant with
that of transitionr . Beamsp and r are overlapped to
form a single beam, then split into beamsa andb, which
intersect at the site of the ions. To prevent pumping in
© 1998 The American Physical Society 2089
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FIG. 1. Partial energy level diagram of199Hg1 in zero
magnetic field.

dark states in theF  1 manifold, beama is linearly
polarized in the plane formed by beamsa and b, and
beam b has its polarization continuously modulated (a
a frequency comparable to the maximum Rabi frequenc
between right and left circular.

The ions are stored in the linear Paul trap depicted
Fig. 2 [17]. To confine the ions radially, we apply a poten
tial V > V0 cosVt to two diagonally opposite rods while
holding the remaining two rods at ground potential. Typ
cally, V0 > 150 V andV > 2p 3 8.5 MHz, giving a ra-
dial secular frequencyvr  2p 3 230 kHz. A potential
U0 > 110 V is applied to the two cylindrical end caps to
confine the ions axiallysvz > 2p 3 15 kHzd. The ions
form a linear crystal along the nodal line of the rf elec
tric field at the center of the trap. The trap is placed in a
enclosure whose top is also the bottom of a liquid heliu
Dewar [17]. The cryogenic environment eliminates io
loss and suppresses frequency shifts caused by collisio
with background gas. To reduce Doppler and Stark shif
induced by the trap’s rf electric field, we detect and min
mize ion micromotion in three noncoplanar directions [18

We use the Ramsey technique of separated oscillato
fields to probe the clock transition [12]. First, the ion
are cooled with both beamsp and r for approximately
300 ms. Next, beamr is blocked for about 60 ms to op-
tically pump the ions into the2S1y2, F  0 level. Both
beams are then blocked during the Ramsey microwave
terrogation period, which consists of twopy2 microwave
pulses of durationtR  250 ms separated by the free pre-
cession periodTR, which we vary from 2 to 100 s in sepa-
rate runs. Transitions to theF  1 state are detected by
reapplying only beamp until the ion is pumped optically

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the linear trap. The trap
formed by four parallel rods of radiusr  0.38 mm, and two
end caps 4 mm apart. A string of ions is depicted at the tra
center.
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into the F  0 states>10 20 msd, while we count the
number of detected scattered photons (typically about 1
per ion). This process completes one measurement cy

We synthesize the microwave frequency from a low
noise quartz oscillator locked to a reference hydrog
maser [19]. To steer the average microwave frequen
into resonance with the clock transition, we step th
frequency by 1Df, then 2Df, about frequencyfM

s>v0y2pd, and complete a measurement cycle aft
each step. Usually, the stepped frequencies lie near
half-maximum points of the central Ramsey fringe. O
successive measurement pairs, we alternate the sign
the frequency steps to avoid any bias from linear drif
in, for example, the signal amplitude. The differenc
between the number of detected photons for the pair
measurement cycles gives the error signal´M . A digital
servo adjusts the average frequency according to

fM11  f0 1 gp´M 1 gi

MX
m1

´m , (3)

wheref0 is the initial value of the frequency, and the pro
portional gaingp and the integral gaingi are independent
of each other. Typically, the maximum value ofM for a
single run is about 130. The average frequency for ea
run is calculated after discarding the first four recorded fr
quenciesfi , to remove initial frequency offsets.

The stability of the steered microwave frequency whe
N  7 andTR  100 s issystd > 3.3 s2d 3 10213t21y2,
for t # 2 h. Consistently,systd is about twice the value
expected from Eq. (2), primarily due to fluctuations in th
intensity of beamp. The measured frequency stability is
comparable to those of the Cs beam standard NIST-7,
which systd > 8 3 10213t21y2 [20], and the Cs fountain
standard, for whichsystd > 2 3 10213t21y2 [21].

The average frequency for each run is corrected f
the systematic effects shown in Table I. We first co
rect the average frequency of a run for the quadra
Zeeman shift due to the static magnetic fieldBs. From
the measured values ofgJ [22] and the199Hg nuclear
magnetic moment [23], the fractional shift is 1.219 87
s5d 3 10221n2

6, wheren6 (> 1.4 3 1010Bs, whereBs is
expressed in teslas) is the frequency separation in he
of the 2S1y2 fs0, 0d ! s1, 61dg field-dependent transitions
from the clock transition. The peak-to-peak variation
the static magnetic field between the beginning and the e
of a run is, at most,1 3 1028 T. SinceBs > 3 3 1027 T,
an upper bound on the uncertainty in this Zeeman shift
1.4 3 10215. We observe no sidebands on theDmF 
61 hyperfine transitions from power line-induced 60 H
fluctuations in the magnetic field. The corresponding u
per limit on the Zeeman shift is,2 3 10220 when the
static field is3 3 1027 T.

We also correct for an ac Zeeman shift that depen
linearly on the rf powerPrf delivered to the trap. The
uncertainty in this correction dominates the overall sy
tematic uncertainty of the clock frequency. This shift ca
be caused by magnetic fields due to currents at freque
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TABLE I. Systematic shifts of the clock transition frequency, expressed fractionally. The magnitudes are calculated
Prf  20 mW, TR  100 s, Bs  3 3 1027 T, and Tambient  300 K. Here, B60 and BV are the magnetic field components
of 60 Hz andV, Ip is the intensity of beamp during the Ramsey interrogation time,dp is the detuning of the frequency of beamp
from that of transitionp, g is the linewidth of the cooling transition, anddSydf is the slope of the background added to th
Ramsey fringe. Other symbols are defined in the text.

Magnitude of Overall uncertainty
Shift Scaling effect in effect

Quadratic Zeeman (static) 1kB2
sl 2 3 10214 1.4 3 10215

Quadratic Zeeman (60 Hz) 1kB2
60l ,2 3 10220 ,2 3 10220

Quadratic ZeemansVd 1kB2
Vl 5 3 10215 3.2 3 10215

Blackbody ac Stark 2T4
ambient ,1.0 3 10216 ,1.0 3 10216

Blackbody ac Zeeman [23] 1T2
ambient ,1.3 3 10217 ,1.3 3 10217

Light shift from 194 nm radiation Ipdpysd2
p 1

1
4 g2d ,3 3 10216 ,3 3 10216

ac Stark (from trap fields) 2kE2
rfl ,2 3 10218 ,2 3 10218

Second-order Doppler 2ky2yc2l ,3 3 10217 ,3 3 10217

Background slope 2sdSydfdyT2
R ,2 3 10219 ,2 3 10219

Neighboring transitions 1ysBtRTRd ,1 3 10217 ,1 3 10217

Microwave chirp, leakage and spectrum asymmetries 1yTR 3 3 10216 8 3 10216

Helium pressure shift 2nHe ,1 3 10219 ,1 3 10219
-
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V in the trap electrodes that are asymmetric with respe
to the trap nodal line. (In an ideal trap, these asymmet
currents are absent.) Allowing for this asymmetry to var
for different ion crystals, we measure the average tran
tion frequency forPrf ranging from about 17 mWsV0 >
140 Vd to 68 mW sV0 > 270 Vd for each ion crystal. A
fit to these data gives the frequency shiftsdvydPrfdyv0
and the extrapolated frequency at zero rf powerv0,
for that ion crystal. Typically,sdvydPrfdyv0 > s2.5 6

2.1d 3 10216 mW21 (within the error, this value is the
same for each ion crystal), and the uncertainty in the e
trapolated frequency averaged over the five ion crysta
used in the frequency measurement is3.2 3 10215. The
additional uncertainty due to possible rf power measur
ment inaccuracies is about3 3 10216.

The ac Stark shift due to blackbody radiation a
300 K is 1.0 3 10216 [24], but should be much less in
the cryogenic environment. From the measured 194 n
intensity at the site of the ions when the 194 nm sourc
are blocked, the ac Stark shift due to stray 194 n
light present during the Ramsey interrogation time
,3 3 10216. Because the ion micromotion is minimized
the velocity y of the ion motion and the electric field
Erf that the ions experience can be determined from t
measured secular temperature [18]. We find that, af
the 194 nm beams have been off for 100 s, the secu
temperatureT is less than 25 mK. The corresponding
electric field causes a shift of magnitude,2 3 10218.
This temperature also corresponds to a fractional seco
order Doppler shift of magnitude#3 3 10217.

We search for an added sloping background signal by
creasingDf to 4.25DfR whenTR  10 s, and10.25DfR

whenTR  25 s, whereDfR is the frequency separation
between Ramsey fringes. The extrapolated fractional fr
quency shift is,2 3 10219 when locking to the central
ct
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fringe sDf  0.25DfRd andTR  100 s. To estimate the
effects of the neighboring field-dependent hyperfine tran
sitions, we assume the microwave field coupling streng
of the s0, 0d ! s1, 1d transition equals that of thes0, 0d !
s1, 0d transition, while the coupling strength of thes0, 0d !

s1, 21d transition is zero. The corresponding shift is domi
nated by the ac Zeeman shift, and is less than1 3

10217 when TR  100 s and Bs  3 3 1027 T. Fre-
quency shifts due to the phase chirp of the microwave
as they are switched on and off (combined with a pos
sible leakage microwave field present during the free pr
cession timeTR), and to asymmetries in the microwave
spectrum, scale as1yTR. By varying TR, we measure
the frequency shift from these combined effects to be23
s3d 3 10214yTR .

At 4 K, the partial pressure of most gases is negligibl
[25], with the possible exception of helium. An upper
limit on the collision rate with helium background gas can
be inferred from the ions’ temperature after the coolin
beams have been off for 100 s, where we assume that a
heating is caused by collisions with helium atoms. W
further assume that the helium collision rate for heatin
is the same as that which causes frequency shifts; w
approximate these rates as the helium densitynHe times
the Langevin rate [26]. Using Cutler’s measurement o
the helium pressure shift for199Hg1 [27], we can estimate
a maximum shift of,1 3 10219.

The fits to the transition frequencies as a function o
rf power give the extrapolated frequencyv0 at zero rf
power. This value is reproducible over 18 days, with 4
runs and five different ion crystals. The normalizedx2

for the measurements ofv0 from these five ion crystals is
0.77. If we assume that the frequency depends linearly
time, a fit to the data gives a drift of25 s9d 3 10216 per
day, consistent with zero.
2091
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The hydrogen maser frequency is referenced to pr
mary frequency standards through International Atom
Time (TAI) [3] to obtain the average valuev0  2p 3

40 507 347 996.841 59 (13) (5) (41) Hz. The first un-
certainty is due to the statistical uncertainty in the
extrapolation of zero rf power, and the second to the oth
systematic shifts shown in Table I combined in quadra
ture. The third, due to the frequency comparison, is dom
nated by the published uncertainty in the frequency o
TAI [28]. This value of v0 is to be compared with the
previous most accurate measurement, which gavev0 
2p 3 40 507 347 996.9 (3) Hz [29].

The uncertainty in our measurement is limited primar
ily by the uncertainty in the Zeeman shift due to fields
at the trap frequencyV. It can be reduced with more
measurements ofv0, and by decreasingV and the trap
dimensions, thus reducingV0 for a givenvr . Better mag-
netic shielding will reduce fluctuations in the static mag
netic field, and use of a smaller, more tightly confining
trap will allow linear crystals with more ions. By moni-
toring each ion individually, we can determine their inter
nal states with negligible uncertainty, which will eliminate
noise due to laser frequency and intensity fluctuation
Finally, we are also investigating the use of entangle
states to reducesystd [30].
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